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University of Central Florida

G. Gordon Liddy

FUTURE
Vol. 14 No.

16

Called the mastermind of the 1972
Watergate
break-in
at
the
I;>emocratic National Committee
headquarters. Liddy will speak at
UCF Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
Student Center Auditorium.

Friday, November 20, 1981

State to cut higher education budget
by Mary Wilson
Editor In Chief

University officials were notified Wednesday
that Gov. Bob Graham is considering budget cuts
that may cost l}CF $405,000 "in state funds.
The proposed budget cut comes at a time when
the University is losing revenue because students
are enrolling for fewer hours. Also, utility and
personnel costs are running higher than. anticipated.
According to
Phil Goree, university
business manager, the budget cut and increasing
university expenses will force UCF to decrease

.
planned expenditures by o_ve:r: $1 million.
The average student load this semester has
dropped to 9.9 hours, a reduction of 8 percent
from last fall. Goree said this decrease has cost
-t~e university $300,000 to $350,000 in . an~
ticipated revenue from student fees.
Summer enrollment was also less than anticipated, costing the University approximately
· $200,000, he said.
Many ~niversity officials ha:ve attributed the
decrease_d enrollment to student misconceptions
that 12 hours constitutes a full-time load under
semesters and is sufficient to c~mplete a degree
within four years. While the University expects

students to enroll for more hours next semester
when they realize their mistake, Goree speculated
UCF will still suffer an overall $300,000 to
$350,000 loss in student fees revenue.
Graham's decision to cut back the univer~ities
budgets has compounded UCF's problems, Goree
said, but came as no surprise. Earlier, the gover·
nor had discussed cuts which would have cost
UCF $604,000. Graham is asking universiti~s to
help finance a $56 million shortfall in state funds
because of less-than-expected sales tax revenues.
''Somebody recognized we were being ripped
off," Goree said after the University was notified
the proposed UCF cut would. be less than
$604,000.
The $604,000 was part of a proposal demanding.
that the nine state universities and 28 communi·
ty colleges finance 27 percent of the state's deficit
by cutting budgets.
'~We (higher education) only-get 11 percent of
the state's general tax revenue," Goree said.
Because of the recent announcement of the lesser
amount, Goree did not know what percentage of
the deficit universities are now financing.

Goree said the effects of the governor's cuts
would not stro~gly affect students. "Perhaps if a
secretary's position is eliminated, service will be
slower to a student,'' he said.
If Graham's cabinet approves his cuts Dec. 8, it
will be the first time since 1974, when the Arab oil
embargo affected state tourism and tax revenues,
that universities have had to cut back to finance a
deficit, Goree said.

10 I_1"ff Ie Ind ··1ans ?.

Mike Brach/Future

The UCF Creative School for Childre~ celebrated the tradition of
~ J_ • • on the s t u d ent cent-~r green wed nes d ay.
ThailAsgI_"!!.l!_g

The proposed budget cuts come when the fiscal
year is almost half over, leaving university of·
ficals seven months to trim expenses.
Increased utility and personnel costs will make
trim.ming expenses more difficult for UCF.
Goree said thj.s year's utility costs are expected
.to be $300,000 fo $350,000 higher than an·
ticipated.
·

Want to graduate in 4 years?

Also, the ·state legislature has mandated that
university employees receive a 1.8 percent increase in bene..'i.ts. The increase was approved by
the legislature, but funds to finance it were to
come from a fund controlled by Gov. Graham,
by Mary Wilson
Coleman said the reduction was due in part to Goree said. Graham has decided not to release
Editor In chief
some students' misconception that they could those funds.
graduate in four years carrying only 12 hours a
The university is still bound to fund the in·
St uclents who are spending less time in class semester as they were once able to graduate with
creased benefits, said UCF President"Trevor Colthis semester. may be the same students who will 12 hours pe~ quart.er.
bourn. He estimated the cost will be $280,000.
spend more than four years pursuing their
This misconcep~ion is reinforced by the varying.
Goree said, "We'll just have to come up with it
bachelor degrees.
definitions of "full-time" found in university (the ben~fits)ourselves ."
University administrators are trying to inform departments. For the purpose of eligibility for
The uliiversity ..will have to do some "creative
students that in order to graduate within four financial aid or social security benefits, full-time
budget
cutting" . but it is too early to release
years, student must take 15to16 hours in each of status for undergradua-tes is granted at 12 hours,
specific
measures, Goree said.
eig.ht semesters to complete degree requirements. according to Ed Knight of Records and
Administrators have become concerned since it · Registrat10n. Knight recommended each student
However, Dr. Leslie Ellis, vice president of
was discovered the average student c;lass load has sit down with the coordinator of his benefits to Academic Affairs, is meeting with college deans
decreased, and fewer students are enrolling at determine the number of hours necessary to to discuss where their departments can save
money, Goree said.
full-time status.
qualify for aid.
The average student load this semester has
P()or or insufficient advisement may have
Dr. John Bolte, associate vice president of
dropped to 9.9 hours. an 8 percent reduction from caused . part of the problem of students Academic Affairs has suggested the possibilityof
last fall. according to Dr. Dan Coleman. of registering for too few hours. Coleman -;aid.
larger class loads for teachers to increase the op·
Academic Affairs.
According .to a fall survey(1t 38l~ U C F~ st.ujent.s ·portunity students ~ve ·to register for more
Additionally. fewer students are enrolling at conducted by the UCF Institute of Statistics:
hours. Thus university revenue would increase.
full-time status, only 8.1 percent. Last fall .10.8
-44 percent ~nterviewed were not advised by
University officals are also di~cussing the pro·
percent of all students were registered as full-time.
faculty members, atj.ministrawrs or other students. spect · of televised courses and requiring few:er
While that 1.7 percent reduction may seem
.
:_43 percent of those advised were counseled to 'contact" hours.
small, Coleman said it represents a loss to the
Contact hours are those spent in the classroom.
take 12 hours, while 49 percent were advised to
university of revenue which would be collected
Requiring fewer of them allows students to
take more than 12 hours.
from 800 full-time students. or approx.imately
-4 7 percent could not get all the classes they register for a full load without demanding as
$300,000.
wanted to take, with most of that number ex- much university space. Student Body President
The reduction was particularly surprising to plaining that classes were closed or offered at George Chandler said the cramped conditions on
administrators because more students are atten- times conflicting with another desired course.
campus limit the opportunity to offer more
ding the university. 2 to 4 percent more than last
courses which in turn limits the number of hours
year.
Full-time, page 4 a student can enroll.

Administrators s_
uggest more hours per se·mester
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-THE
STUDENT CENTER
ROAD RALLY ·
IS
-THIS SATURDAY

20, 1981

-AT A GlAN.CE

I

Events

..•

The BSU is collecting can goods to help ·needy'families this Thanksgivin~:
Collection stations will be located on Campus, Valencia Community College

and the football game. The drive will continue through Monday.

•••

Today 'at 4 p.m. you can run to put a turkey on your Thanksgiving Day
table. Coed teams (one man, one woman) run a 1 % mile relay in an attempt
to match the time they predict for. themselves. The team closest to its
predicted time wins a frozen turkey and Rec Services T-shirts. The fastest
team also wins T-shirts. Late entries are accepted.

.REGISTER NOWI
THERE ·IS A100.CAR LIMIT
AND
EACH CAR NEEDS
1 DRIVER &1 NAVIOATO·R

··g·

The annual Bowling Tournament for teams and individuals \\ill be held
tomorrow at 1 p.m. ~t Colonial Lanes. There is competition for 4-person
men's, wQmen's and coed teams. The cost for the tournament is 80 cents
per game for 3 games with. free shoe rental. Enter at the Office of Recreational Services or be at the lanes by 1 p.m. Saturday .

•••

Tenor Fredrick Martell will appear in a UCF Faculty Artist Series ev~ning concert today in· the campus music rehearsal hall at 8 p.m.
The program is open to the public and will feature works by Bach, Wolf,
Tosti, Rossiru, Liszt, Niles, Vaughn-Williams, and Youmans. Martell will
be assisted by pianist Gary Wolf, chairman of the UCF music department.
Martell is an associate professor of music at UCF, with an extensive
background in opera and oratorio performances throughout the U.S. He
formerly taught at the University of South Florida, University of Connecticut, and Wesleyan University.
There will be a $2 donation at the door, with all proceeds going to the UCF
music scholarship fund.

...

• ••

Library hours for the Thanksgiving weekend will be as follows:
Wednesday
7:45 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Thursday
Closed
Friday - Saturday
12:00 Noon - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday
Resume regular schedule

PARTICIPANTS SHOULD MEET AT THE STUDENT CENTER
AT 10:30.A.M.
THE RAllY Will BE APPROXIMATELY 2 HOURS LONG

•

••••

The We the People; Solidarity In Central Florida Rally will be tomorr.ow·
from 12 to 5 p.m. at Lorna Doone Park located aero s from the Tangerine

&~

.
The Rally is a community event to acquaint groups and individuals with
each other's problems and solutions concerning the current administration's policies. There will be workshops, speakers, entertainment, and
booths sponsored by various community groups. Speakers include Bob
Burkhart, a labor historian of song and story, and Ed Marcus, President of
the F.lorida Grey Panthers. Shades of Grey, a Winter Park band, and Scott
Terry and .Glen Velez, local musicians, will provide some of the entertainment. Food and children's activities will also be available.

-

~-------------------------~

AIRBORNE ALL THE WAY!

•••

On Nov. 24, beginning at 4 p.m. in the Board Room of the Admlnistration
Bldg., Leslie Ellis, Provost and V.P. for Academic Affairs will review the
highlights of the Nov. 20 Board of Regents meeting .

•••

On Nov., 24 noon, there will a campus-wide Thanksgiving Service in SCA
"c" conducted by the United Campus Ministry. All students, staff and
faculty are welcome.

Responsibility n.ow! Over a drop zone,
with troops on alert for every command
-it's the airborne platoon leader and
jumpmaster who calls the shots. "Stand
in the door!'' . .. ''Go !'' Dozens of ready
-for-anything paratroops·leap into space.
As an airborne officer , YOU can be the
one who leads them.
In the Army's airborne, leadership is a.
way of life. An airborne officer must
have plenty of physical stamina, mental
toughness and an accumulation of management skills, along with leadership
experience. Army ROTC offers the kind
of training that qualifies you fQr the
·airborne '. s kind of responsibility.
'I f the challenge of the Army 's Airborne Corps interests you, see the
Professor of Military Science on your
campus . The addition of Army ROTC
gives any college major a special jump on
leadership experience-rein f orcem en t
for your future career-military or
civilian.

•••

The application deadline for the spring semester is Nov . .25. Spring
sem~ster classes begin J an. 6 and end on April 30.

• •••

Maitland's First Presbyterian Church will reverberate with the sounds of
music Dec. 4, when the UCF Choir will present Handel's "Hallelujah
Chor:us" from "The Messiah."
The 8 p.m. program, with quadraphonic sounds by Gabriell, will feature a
combination of choir, brass and organ in music by Bnickner and Pinkham
arrangements of "Shenandoah" and "The Battle Hymn of the Republic,"
and H'oward Hanson's "Song of Democracy."
.
The program is free to the public, and will be under the direction of Dr.
·
Dale Voelker.

•••

UCF Mensa Lunch Bunch will meet for lunch on Dec. 4from11:45 to 1:15
'
in the University Dining Room.

•••

Applicants for the 11 t~ annual national Model U.S. Senate are. available
in the political science department. . The model senate will be held in
February and is open to all undergraduate students. For more information .
contact Dr. Wi!J.iam Jervey in Library 250.
-

BE ALL YOU CAM BE.

• ••

@)

A two-week tour of the Soviet Union that includes visits to Leningrad,
Moscow and Kiev from Dec. 27 to Jan. 10 is being conducted by Academic
Travel Abroad, Inc.
This educational tour is not limited to students and a knowledge of the
Russ~B.n language is not a requisite. However, many schools will grant one
semester hour of college credit for participation in the tour.
The tour begins in New York,'with a stop-over in Helsinki, Finland. The
group will tour the Krenµin and the Tretyakov Gallery which hoqses 40,000
works of Russian art.
Before leaving to see the other cities the group will be treated to a real
troika ride and a memorable gala New year's party, and prior to departure,
trained guides will give a full orientation and free lessons on the Russian

ARMY ROTC.
For More Information Contact:
MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY

Chairman MILITARY SCIENCE Department
University of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida 32816
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Reese comments on
Trask-Bush issue.

tional rights of free speech.
Future staff
Reese commented about the
criticisms of Trask/Bush and said,
"It's not a great constitutional "In this country we have the right
issue," was one way columnist to free speech, and that's true as
Charley Reese described the con· long as all of us agree that we will
troversial Trask-Bush amendment grant that right, but the right e1Qsts
when he spoke to UCF's College only so long as the people involved
Republicans Monday.
agree that is a right.''
·
Reese, a feature columnist of the · .In a comment aimed at the
Orlando Sentinel ·newspaper, added, academic freedom argument, Reese
"I suspect a higher court will rule it . added, "This is a public school sup·
unconstitutional but if that does not ported by truces. The legislature has
happen, no great harm will have a right to apply restrictions. to their ·
been ~one to the university."
funding .. (and) if the public believes
The Trask-Bush · amendment, the universities are not adhering to
passed as part of the Florida their basic principles, they (the
Legislature's 1982 budget, permits univer.sities) ·can be restricted."
the legislature to deny state funding
The
controversey
.over
to any university or college that Trask-Bush, according to Reese,
recognizes any campus group pro· could be best described as '' silliness
moting premarital sex. The amend· begets silliness.'' Reese said the
ment was written by two legislators writing of the amendment was an
to discourage homosexual groups overreaction by the legislators when
from forming on state campuses.
a student ~uccessfully appealed a
The amendment has been criticiz· decision that refused him permis·
ed by some students and faculty at sion to start a campus club for
most Florida universities, including homosexuals at a state university.
UCF, as an infringement o~
In turn, Reese said the opposition
academic freedom and constitu· to Trask-Bush was also an overreac·

Fourth floor

offic_e space
,still empty

by Dennis Long

by Beverly Bartelson
Future atoff

Available fourth floor office space
in the Humanities and Fine Arts
Building Will probably be taken by
The departments of sociology and
political science, according to Dr.
Frank Juge of the University Space
Committee.
The final decision has not been
Char1ey Rees.e
Brian LaPeter/Future
d h
'd b
h
.
.
,· . ma e, e sai , ut t e offices will be 1
tion. ''When the legislature tries to used by the College of Arts and
infringe on legitimate areas of Sciences.
academic and political freedom, then
Juge said he is waiting to hear
let'.~ mo~ilize and ~top them;, But I ' from Dr. Ralph Llewellyn, .dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
don t think that will happen. ·
"I have a hard time having any about his preference of the office
sympathy for somebody who wants space use. Llewellyn knows the
to make a big deal about Trask-Bush faculty and staff on the fourth floor
when I know that in 8lmost every and would know the "best func·
country in this world there are peo- tional r.elationship" for the area,
pie sitting in prison who ought to be Juge said.
getting the moral support from the
The mathematics, statistics and
American people ... over much more computer science faculties will l>e
important issues.''
Space; pag~ 17

,...,

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cut $7.00

r-----1
I

vw

Full Service Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Di-.

SAVE THIS

FIAT
DATSUN
TOYOTA

(Winn Dixie Center)

282-1700

UNION PARK

Dfilly 9-5 & Thurs. til s

FREE

I

I BRAKE CHECK I·

SUBARU

I

WITHAD ·I
L----~-.l

1058 W. Fairbanks
Opposite Sinkhole

SAVETHIS

•,

...

CrvutJ.

ICE CREAM _. SUPERMARKETS
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
DUE TO AIR FARE FLUCTUATIONS
INCLUDES: ROUND TRIP AIR -ORLANDO-DENVER
BUS DENVER TO B~CKENRIDGE_RT.
7 - NIGHT LODGING - 4 TO A ROOM
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST DAILY ·
FREE BEER & WINE - A PRE SKI

DETAILS: CALL SK~ DEPT. 678-2478
CARIBBEAN CRUISES OF ORLANDO

THIS YEAR
ORDER A THANKSGIVING
ICE CREAM-CAKE
.
~UTATURKEYINYOURFREEZER

AS WELL AS IN YOUR OVEN!!!

*FOR SPECIAL ORDERS, CALL NOW
OPEN
10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

678-0637

7438 University Blvd.
University Square

CLOSED THRUSDAY, NOV. 26, THANKSGIVING DAY

YOU are welcome at the

. .
•

First Baptist Church Of Oviedo
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL

NOW APPEARING

William R. Marr, D. Min., Pastor

365-3484
\\ 11r,l 1ip
\ ::l0a111. 11 :OOa111. & ; OOpm
( 11llt·!!t' ~ ( :an•t•r Bihl<• Stud~

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 28 & 21

!1:4~<11)1

TRANSATLANTIQUE

· Don'tbe
·careless
with the
·future.

.....

--------------------------------------------------------------- ..
r
•
~ ·

~
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Senate action

by Dave Mitchell

Norman the Armadillo

, , , 1 RE.~LLY ~t~'P..

The student senate passed two
resolutions in its weekly meeting
Tuesday.
Resolution 14-6, introduced by
Sen. Laura Hoffman, states that the
senate does not feel that the Florida
Legislature's proposed Trask-Bush
·Amendment should be passed. The
resolution and petitions signed by
people opposed to the amendment
will be presented to Central Florida
legislators at Orlando City Hall
frompagel
Nov. 24 at 7:30 p.m.
Resolution 14-8; introduced ·by
Dr. John Bolte, associ.a te vice president for academic
Sen. Kathleen Johnson, establishes affairs, has suggested faculty members increa~e clas~
a senate committee to start the plan- loads to open up more classes so that stm;lents can
ning and possible production of a register for more hours.
·
.
syllabus bo<?klet.
Bol~e also suggested faculty members to be required

Fu Ir-time

--ELECTROLYSIS ·sPECIAUST

•Free eonsultatlon
•Prlfttt room
•By appointment only

----....---------:-------~

•s.oo OFF FIRST VISIT

t...EMON Sfl.Uci:
No 9A.Tt'ER

!

to advise all students prior to registration. Several
faculty members pbject to both propos~ls which are
still being considered bv administrators.
. .
Otherwise the university officials are adv1smg
students to iet go of old ·quarter syst~m notions in the
hope students will enroll for more hours next ~emester.
Reporter Mike Griffin contl'ibuted to this story.

The .Most Complete Radiator Shop
In Central Florida

Un.anted ·Faclal & Body Hair Permanently Remcwed
By ASpeelallst With Many Years Experienee
•New gentle l111alated pro••
•Mott modern method
•Doet0r1 referral

W ti~

'EM

' LOW PRICES"
-· - - -

SHEllA SICMAN, R.E.
830-1380
ARTURO'S HAIR STYUSTS .
ORIENTA SHOPPING PWA 763 ORIENTA AVE.
(MAITlAND AVE. OFF 436)

"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

· 1118181~1
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

MASTER CHARCE •'VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS-

275-9327 . 10662 _
E. Cololi~ Dr.

Union Park.

·M ARliETJ-LACE
for sale

helpwant~d

Tl-58 programmable calculator, $70. Raleigh 27"
mens' frame 10-speed bike, $200. MT Twin Finn
surfboard, $75. Magnum_Bl-AMP car spkrs. Call
Steve wee~nights, 668-5080.
Plants & prints, limited variety of plants and
assorted photo prints with &without ·frames. Contact David, 628-5089.
'76 AMC Hornet; best offer. Contact David, 6285089.

.N~ed a roommate? Have something to sell? For
only 50¢ a line, students, faculty, & staff can advertise in the Marketplace & reach the campus
market. Ads must be submitted in person & paid
for at the time of placement. Call 215-2865 or stop
by the Business Office before noon the Monday
before the ad is to be run. ·

1978 Toyota with camper. Good condition. Long
bed. 275-7846. Price $3600.
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS. Car-inv. value
$2143 sold for $100. For information on purchasing similar bargains. Call 602-941-8014 Ext.
8587. Phone call refundable.
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
--papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
'75 DATSUN 280·Z 2+2, 4-speed, air, indash AM- of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.
FM 8-track, custom suspension, rear window , Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.
louvres, & custom wheels. Excellent condition!
. .
- Asking $5500. Call 857·2827 after 5:00 PM.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST - FAS.T - ACCURATE EDITING - DAY OR EVENING-:- 678-0241.
Brand new king size waterbed for sale. Stained all
wood pedestal, frame & headboaril. Mattress, Professional typing. Quality service at an afforliner, & heater included. $200. Call 678-1158 af- dable price. One day service. Call us! 425-8745.
ter noon.
'
TYPIST • Secretary with 10 years experience
would like to type term ·papers, thesis, etc. Call
DIANE SMITH, 898-7618.

typ'i sts

a----------------t
:. roommat~_s :

terested in typing your term papers, theses, &
dissertations•. Longwood, Altamonte, &Winter Pk.
area. Call Marlene after 3 PM, 862-4385.

3 bedroom house to share. $220/month includes
utilities. Near UCF. Call 275-1622 or 273-3774.
Park Manor.

Typing, dictation, notary. Term . papers,
manuscripts, resumes, etc. Fast, efficient,
reasonable, references, extras·. Call Linda, 8968202.

t

t

~ ~~5~Se~:~ll~

Good flexible job for dependable students for a
custom cleaning service. Must have car & phone.
3.50/4.25 per hr. Call 671-7463 for an interview.

for rent

YOU CAN WIN $250,000 IF YOU HAVE THE JACK
OF SPADES IN THE BURGER KING "21"GAME. I Huge home. 5-bdrm, 3-bath, family rm., dbl.
HAVE THE" ACE OF SPADES!!! CALL 275-4286. garage, just 3 miles to Park Manor. $625
($125~person(. Avbl .. Dec.1. 273-3143.
DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 30.
Rick the Balloon.Man,
My fiance loves the balloons.
·sony ab(lut your "grand performance" at STetson. All the girls love you.
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
·
You're a star!
Thanx again,
Furnished &·Unfurnished $235-$260
Steve ·
2 Pools, Tennis Ci;»urts

273-5610

If you would like to share dr.jving and expenses on
trip to Indiana over Christmas, call Charlie at 2955413.

On-site bus svc. to UCF &Colonial Mall

•
services

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223 ·
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

IWPROVE YOUR GRADES, FAST ACCURATE
TYPING, REASONABLE RATES! 1~% DISCOUNT ABORTJON SERVICES, birth control information,
Female needed to share furn. 2-bdrm. 2-full ttath, WITH AD; Paper supplied, editing. if requested. pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
apt. $220/mo., includes all util. & food. Available exp., full-time. Kathy's Typing Servi~e. 568-2969. cost, confidential services.
IMMEDIATELY. Call Lisa at 275-2865 days or 277Central Florida Women's
3879 nights & •eekends.
Health Organization
Typing service available, 11 years expe.rience.
609 E. Coloniai Dr., Orlando
Cl~se to_u_cF._Call Denise, ~75-6257.
1
898-0921
CHRISTMAS
Typing specialist for students & professors. IBM
SEALS FIGHT
& Turabian style. Nancy -851-4489.
I
EMPHYSEMA.
Gay Social -.Services of Cttntral Florida offering
Excellence in TYPING helps the appearance and legal and medical referral, counselin1, hot line
AND OTHER
the grade! Term papers, Theses, Dissertations. with trained members & special activities. For in·
LUNG DISEASES
.
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done formation call 843-2750.
on IBM Sel. II. 1 mi. from campus. Call Marti 3656874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:30 PM, or UCF 'ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY .TEST,
AMERICAN
Ext. 2811.
.
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confidenLUNG
tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. ex. N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours
QN
perience
at low rates; call DAY or EVENINGS 678- a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (800) 432-8517.
We c are abou1 every brealh you lake
4360.

----------------1

or..

Positions available ful( pt.· time. Grand Prix
Raceway, Casselberry. 830-5100.

SECRflAmALSOLUTI6N~ bp~g~s~UdM ~-1~~~-----~~-~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

Share a 3-bdrm. comp. furn. house wt another
student. At intersection of Conway & Curry Ford
Rd. Call after 1 PM, 894-9594.

Apartment avail. in Jan. 2-bed & 2 bath. $180 per
month & Yz utilities. Newly constructed. Call Ivan ·
or Mike at 282-4853.

other

Job opening at NTEC for COMP SCI major with
physics, calculus, FORTRAN, and an assembly
language course. Prefer that you have two years
of school left. $5.75/hr. For further .details contact Betsy Gray, ADM 243, 275-2671.
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After one year, UCF's marching band ·plays on
by JiJQ Burgess
Future ataff

..

The UCF Marching Band is
celebrating its first birthday this
fall. As part of its growing process,
the band will come face to face with
another college marching band for
the first time during Saturday's
football game.
.
According . to Jerry Gardner,
director· of bands, the Marching
Knights will have to share the
halftime show with the BethuneCookIIian College Marching Band.
''This will be another first in our
· series of firsts,'' ·G ardner said.
"We've always been the only group
to perform at halftime, but I'm not
going to change our stvle in any
way."
''What I want people to know is
that we are going to be compared
with the other. group and what the
members ar.e going to have to get
out of this is a sportsman-type of attitude. If they make a mistake, we
ar.en't going to ridicule them. We
support them because they are
another band and we 're all in this
thing together."

Pam Gtmaon/Futur~

ching show. It takes about three
hours to design one minute of drill
and the same amount of time to
teach and put it all together. Fortunately, Gardner has two
assistants to help him with the
situation--Brenda Persing and Geoff
Spiegel.
''Brenda is responsible for a lot ofr

the things that people never realize,
like telling the girls how to wear
their hair. She also helps t.o coordinate all of their routines,'' Gardner said. ·
Spiegel has worked with Gardner
on designing most of the shows this
year. The two put their heads
together to_develop what is seen _on

HAPPY THANKSGIVING

••• •

.

~

The · UCF Marching Band was
organized last fall with 125
members. Student Government
allowed the band $30,000 to pur- .
.chase new instruments to get the
group started. Gardner, with the
help of University De:velopment
Director James Dononvan, was able
to get donations for uniforms. The
H.I.S. Stores for Men donated 98
pants and shirts at a cost of $38
each.
Most band members are nonmusic majors, according to Gardner.
Approximately 80 percent are pursuing degrees other than music.
So why do they do it? Why spend
so many hours a week rehearsing,
' marching and exercising? ''A lot of
them really enjoy it because it's not
required," Gardner said. "It's also a
release for them. They are bundled
up with· frustration and anxiety
about chemistry, calculus, ·or
something. Then they know that at
the end of the day, they can get out
there and yell, scream, run around
and do a few crazy things. They also
get to express themselves."
But Gardner says that the band is
still suffering from a lack of campus
recognition. "Many people still
don't realize that we're here and
they are able to take advantage of
the situation," he said. "With a little more student recruitment, we'll
be able to attract more outside
stude~ts. I'm getting a lot of inquiries from students coming here
next year simply because we do have
a marching program.,'
Dance Team Captain, Debbie
Taylor, said that as the band draws
more marchers and musicians who
are specifically interested in the
marching' band, the quality of the
band will get better. "You can't
stand on the sidelines and say, 'Hey,
let's get a marching band started,'
you have to get in there and do it.''
Head football coach Don Jonas said
the band is part of the overall pagentry of college fqotball. "They've
done an outstanding job in such a
short amount of time. The team really enjoys it when they run onto the
field and the band is there to greet
them."
'

Saturday nights." He has helped out
a great deal and so I've been able to
take care of some of the administrative responsibilities," Gardner said.
Gardner also gets help from tlie
three drum majors chosen to lead
the band on the field. Troy Driggers,
Band, page 1 ~

TO:

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS, STAFF & FACULTY
FROM:

ROBERT & JOYCE JACOBS
AND OUR STAFF
KATHY, CAROL, LAURA, LENISE, LILY, MARY, TERRY, AND BOBBY

Happil~ not all beers

,

are created equal.

ERLANCER
THE EXCEPTION

•••

According to Gardner not many
people realize how much time and effort it takes to put together a m~-
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University of Central Florida's
-

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
REGISTER NOW BY PHONE* 855-0881
SOC IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINK!
.

.

:I~4-

to
. ' SANFORD I'foAnor:.A

--;
t- -r-' ·~O~GWOOD/3 :
-.. r·-1I

·'

e

.

·T~·~

I

11• '
I

I

. .
.

.

•

17/92

- t': - "•- i - -.
I
'1A.LTAMONTE
- SPRINGS

Time wise • SOC is closer
to ~tudents in yellow area
than the main c~mpus is!
Consider traffic, 1-4,
E/W Expressway, distance...
· e.g. save .10 minutes
· from Altamonte Springs

SOUTH ORLANDO ~AMPUS
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
Ph~ 855-0881
In Orlando Central Park
On South U.S.·441
··Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

50C o..rea

CHOOSE LOWER DIVISION OR UPPER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION
COURSES BASED UPON YOUR CATALO«; AND WITH YOUR ADVISORS HELP
REQUIRED FOR BUSINESS MAJORS

I

ACC2021
BUL3111
ENC 1101
ENC 1102

ENC 3210
MAC 1104
SPC 1014
STA3023

BASIC GENE-AL EDUCATION PROGRAM
· COURSES fOR EVERYONE
AMH2020
coc 1100
ENC 1101
ENC 1102
GEO 1200

HUM 2230
MAC 1104
POS 2041
PSY 2013
SPC 1014

UPPER DIVISION COURSES
ACC3509
AMH4511
BUL3111
COM 3110
ENC3210
ENC3241
GEB3004'

GE03470
HSC 3081
HUN 3011 .
INP 3004
SOC3110
SOP3004
STA 3023

2 hr. elective-ZOO 1020

EDUCATION and GRADUATE ENGINEERING classes .also available at SOC PLEASE CALL
COMPUTER SERVICES AT SOC: We have a Decwriter II computer terminal tied to the main
campus. UCF students located in SOC's service area are encouraged to use this equipment.
*To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (8550881) - 10·5 any day. You then register for Main Campus Courses at your scheduled appoin·
tment time by going to the Pro~lem Table.

Future-Novemb~r
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University of Central Florida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
offe_rs ,

CLASSES for FRESHMAN thru_GRAD·UATE students
To ·ensure your place in these courses·, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (855·
0881)- 10-5 any day. You then register for Main Campus Courses at your scheduled appoin·
tment time by going to the Problem Table.

-SPRING 1·982·
SEM
PFX.

..

ACC
ACC
AMH
AMH
BUL

NO
2021
3509
2020
. 4511
3111
1100
3110
1101
1101
1102
1102
3210
3210
3241
3241
3004
1200
3470
3081
6938
2230
3011
3004
1104
2041
2041
2013
3110
3004
1014
1014
1014
3023
i020

coc ·
COM
ENC
ENC
ENC
ENC
ENC.
ENC.
ENC
ENC
GEB
GEO
GEO
HSC
HSC
HUM
HUN
INP
MAC
POS
POS
PSY

soc

SOP
SPC
SPC
SPC
STA

zoo

SEC

HRS

51
. 51-91
51
51
51
51
51
51
52
51
52
51
52
51
52
51
51
51
51
92
Si
51
51
51
51
52
51
51
51
61
52
53
51
51

3
3
3
3
3
3
3 ·.
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
.3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
-3
3
3 '
3
3

.. 3
.2

COUR·SE TITLE

DAYIPM TIME

Principles of Accounting II
Personal Income Tax
U.S. History: 1865 to Present
U.S. as a Great Power: 1914-Present
Legal Environment of Business
Introduction to·Computer Science
Business-Professional Communication
Composition I
Composition I
Composition II
·Composition II
Professional Report Writing I
Professional Report Writing I
Professional Report Writing II
Professional Report Writing 11 .
Management
Physical Geography
World Political Geography
Medical Self Assessment
ST: Case Study in Health Law
Wester Humanities II ·
Human Nutrition
Industrial/Organizational Psychology
College Algebra
A~erican Nat'I Government (~)
American National Government
General Psychology
Sociology of Deviant Behavior
Social Psychology
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Fund. of Probability & Statistics
Biology of Man l!!.!!e!l

MON6-9
THR2·5
THR6-9
TUE 5-8
WED6-9
T 7-8; R 7-9
THR6-9
THR2·5
TUE2-S
WED2-5
MON2-5
WED2-5 ·
WED2-5
THR6-9 .
TUE6-9
WED6-9
T 8-10; R 9-10
MON6-10
TUE2-5;.
MON6-9
WED6-9
TUE6-9
THR6-9
T 5-7; R 6-7
·Ase
WED 2-S
TUE2-5
MON6-9
W.ED 6-9
TUE2-5
WED6-9
THR 2-5
T 8-10; R 9-10

•ASc

I-'
~

-

AFTERNOON

'

PM MONDAY

PM TUESDAY

PM WEDNESDAY

2-5

2-5

2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5

~

L
A
N

ENC 1102-52

2Q5
2-S

-

2-5

ENC 1101-52
HSC3081
PSY 2013
SPC 1014-51

PM THURSDAY

· ENC.1102-51
ENC 3210-51
ENC 3210-52
POS 2041-52

ACC 3509-51191
ENC 1101-51
SPC 1014-53

2"5
2-5
2-5

-

y
0

y
0

/

EVENING

u

R

s
c
H

6-9 ·ACC 2021
6-9
HSC6938
soc 3110
6-9
6-10 GEO 3470

E
D

u
L

5-7
-S-8
6-9
6-9
7-8
8-10
8-10

MAC 1104 T·R
'AMH4511
ENC 3241-52
HUN 3011
COC 1100 T-R
GEO 1200T-R
STA 3023 T-R

u

-

6-9
6-9
6-9
6-9
6-9

BUL 3111
GEB3004
HUM 2230
SOP3004
SPC 1014"52

·-

;

6-7
6-$
6-9
6-9
6-9
7.9
9-10
9-10

R

MAC 1104 T-R
AMH2020
COM 3110
ENC 3241-51
INP 3004
COC 1100T-R
GEO 1200T-R
STA 3023 T-R

s

c

H
E

D

u·
L

E

-·

E

p
L
A
N

-

POS 2041 & ZOO 1020 on TV.Tape AT STUDENT'S CONVENIENCE
Arrange viewing day and time with TV Technician

-----YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE!-IT IS POSSIBLE TO TAKE UP TO AN
18-HOUR LOAD OF REQUIRED CLASSES AT. THE .
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
ON TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

p·L AN CAREFULLY
FREE PARKING
•

SOUTH. ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 Lake E·l lenor Drive
Ph. 855-0881
In Orlando Central Park

On South U.S. 441

Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

so
soc

TEXTBOOK SALES

.._
_ _ ..J
McCOY

"

•
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The next two weeks are going to
be jam-packed with great musical ·.
entertainment, both on and off cam- ·
pus. The Future has devised the
easiest . pop quiz of the .
semester-simply match the · performer(s) name with the letter of the
photo. Answers and concert information
on page 10.
Harlem Heyday cast
Buffalo Bill·
Allman Brothers
Outlaws
Greatful Dead
UC¥ Gospel Choir .
The ''.Beatles" ·

are
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It was actually straightforward three-jobs-and-getting-no-sleep jitassignment. A new movie had open- ters so we ambled to a 24-hour ·coneel in the city and someone had to in- venience store.
.
vestigate. Lucky me.
While I scanned the shelves for
"The Pursuit of D.B. Cooper."
candy bars (those movie concession
The title had a provocative ring to stands only take American Express
it. Apparently it was a story of a for popcorn and candy) Jaxson
man who grabs a bunch of money bought four quarts of that new malt
and escapes by leaping from an liquor and the latest edition of
Wrestling
Musician
airplane over some forsaken coun- "Popular
tryside. Good thing his parachute Magazine." opened.
• ,
I climbed· into the cockpit of the
·• • . . . . .
..
'73 bluesmobile and roared out of • · . .; .~ ::::·: "· ..·.• ·. . '·..
the parking lot of the Roach Motel
'
·. · . . ·. ·.
. Planned Adult Community Projects
and headed toward the local theater.
Hours later, I arrived.
The
brightly-lit marquee indicated the
, evening shows and there, next t~ the
bold PG letters, was ''The Pursuit of
... D.B. Cooper." I ~ouble-parked next
to a cowboy cadillac and started for
the ticket window.
It seemed strange that there were
no lines of anxious ~ovie-goers
queued up out front. Maybe I was
early, but my solar watch was
malfunctioning so time was lost.
It was then that I heard a familiar
voice calling out from behind me. I
" turned and recognized a local musi~ cian who has been known on frequent occasions to be in my coinpany.
"Well, Bob Jaxson," I said,
''Hood morning to you.''
"Right," he moaned. Bob had a
knack for brevity. "Let's get a
beer,'' he suggested.
Well, afte!' all, the movie obviously hadn't started yet and I was still
· ·
·
in the throes of critical working- - ·.
.. : ·,
·
.
.
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COMEDY WORKSHOP
DECEMBER 1, 8, 15

~

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU TO
DO YOUR ROUTINE & HEAR OTHER'S TOO!
•JAZZ JAM EVERY WED.
•BlUECRASS &DIXIELAND
•BIO BAMBOO
THURSDAY EVENINGS

NEW ENGLAND AVE.
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On the way back to the theater, I one with Treat Williams whowas in '
asked Jaxson if he knew anything 'Prince of the City.' Have you seen
about the movie. "Yeah," he said,
that one?"
''I think Harrison Ford was better in
He thought for a moment. .
"Star Wars," ·but the guy's face "Right," he said. "It's a good flick.
melting and the snakes were a great My date liked it a lot too."
effect."
.
"Just don't spoil the ending for
Great. A .brilliant synopsis of me," I asked.
''Raiders of the Lost Ark.'' I comAfter the first quart I developed a
posed myself. "Bob," I said, "I'm headache. "Got anything .. for a
t~g about 'D.B. Cooper.' The headache? " I asked Jaxson.
- ·- - - -~ - - "Sure," he replied, "take thi~."
I took two and finished off the ·
last of the refreshments. I was still
puzzled that no people were buying
tickets at the window. "What time
is it?" I wondered ·aloud. Jaxson
laughed and said, "November.
That's really Monday if you're on
the metric calendar."
.
I was not amused. I left him in the
parking lot and went to see if my
name was on the "special persons"
list at the office. The woman at the
booth had no idea what I was talking about.
' ''I'm here to review this stunning
new movie for all the viewers on the
UCF campus," I explaii:,.ed. "I'm
here for the late show."
·She eyed me with obvious
disbelief as she smiled malevolently.
"Sir, the last feature began at eight
o'clock ~nd it "is now nine twentythree.''
Suddenly, the woinan behind the
glass began to transform. What was
happening here? Large fangs protruded from a darkening face and
the glass booth got blurry. I had
missed the movie and now weird
- Jo J \ · things were starting to go on.
.
.
..
.
-::..J
Those weren't aspirins! i casually
.
.
A --fj . . '
. "- ~ · .A· 1/. ·
.
If
~ ·-f"lt~~ /~ :-1:~ •.,..~ .. -~ . :,. ·~~. fF:':\~lt-~·-~
Cooper,pagelO
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Cooper----..:-...:...---frompage Woods: mush, mellow
Gerardi
9

whirled around to' find J axson and coffet; table.
.
. b Paul
seek revenge. Yes, it was he who
(Fnday)- A new movie opened m · Y
sabotaged this story and now he Orlando this week. ''The Pursuit of FutuSretstatt. W d .
e-w talent who was discovered by Atlantic records
C
,,
Tr t Willi
ev1e oo s is a n
would hav~ to pay.
.D.tBh. doo~er this~arf s ea
ams while working the nightclub circuit in Los Angeles.
S . W d .
It seems odd; though, that Atlantic would. even look at tevie oo s.
The parking lot was empty except as e anng e ....
for the cars. Jaxson .had no doubt
D. B. Cooper was the pseudonym Unlike .their clients the Rolling Stones, Genesis, and AC/DC, Woods has a
wandered off into his own private of J. R. Meade, a 22-year-old man soft sound. So soft in fact, that it almost fits into the Adult Contem~orary
comer of oblivion. I finally found · who held up an cdrbome 7'27in 1971. He category of music.
. . d'
the bluesmobilein Section 7-B of the . passed a note to the stewardess
Stevie Woods' Take Me To Your Heaven album has all the m~e ients
lot.
dema~ding $200, 000 and four that a good pop album should have. The lush strings, mellow h~rn licks, and
Now what? The notebook I had so parachutes. The plane landed in disco-ish backbeat all work well with Woods' ~ell-rounded v01ce.
carefully managed to keep dry was Seattle and his demands were met.
There are two aspects of the album that are disturbing. One is thatlie~en
·blank. Void of any notes either After the ·other passe.ngers had been though all nine tracks on Take Me To your Heaven_are pleasa~t to s en
good or bad about a movie that removed from the plane, Cooper to most of them tend to sound alike. The second is that Woods did not comstarted without me and probably demanded the pilot fly him to Mex- · p~se any of the tunes on the album. Can he write a viable tune that comcost me a week of writer's cramp. ico.
.
plements his vocal style? Can he perform in ~s o'Y11 rig~t.and match the
He bailed out somewhere over moderate success that the single, Steal the Night, is rece1vmg? .
Damn. I started the car, cranked up
the radio to an all-night soul station southwest Washington, and was
Time will give us the answeres to all the questioD;s; In ~he meant~me, use
and jammed down the backroads never seen agai.n.
Take Me To Your Heaven to tell bedtime stories with. It fits well. .
back to Benny Hill on the tube and The film is bqsed on the novel
Paul Gerardi is Music Director at WUCF-FM.
the beat~up old Smith-Corona on the ''Free Fal~ '' by J. D. Reed.
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Italian Restaurant & Pizza

12309 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida
(1A MILE EAST OF QUALl:n' INN ON THE LEFT)

1n
·oo OFF PITCHER OF BEER

COME FOR THE BEST ITALIAN
COOKING & PIZZA IN TOWN
AND RECEIVE A 103 DISCOUNT
WITH YOUR UCF I.D. CARD

WITH THIS COUPON, MONDAY-THURSDAY ONLY

\ ( ) \ \ · J> I .. \ -Yf \' (;: C(mt incnta I l)jyjrfe (jolm Bl'lusl 1i & lh an ( >''-' t·lll

"You really haven't tasted Italian Food until you try us."

WE SPECIALIZE IN TAKE-OUT ORDERS
CALL
DelightYourself
_
MON.-THURS.
273 3631
By Trying Our:
11:30-10
Salads,·Spaghetti, Ravioli,
. WINE&
FRIDAY 11:30-11
Lasagna, Manlcottl, Calzone,
BEER
Steak Hamburgers, Subs,
SATURDAY 3-11
Sicilian & Napolltan Pizza
AVAILABLE
SUNDAY 1-10

lll<A \ ' Y METAi , (Midnight

Frida' & Satmcl;I\

SI 10\\Tl\ll<S: i::Hl & 0:-f5., \11DNICllT FHID\ Y & ."i \Tl BD H

Conway Shopping Center
·( '\1 r · r I

Io .\ I 11 ·J/...- i.; ;!.., {)If/ f's J
4446 Curry Ford Road

••
•

PHONE: 282-FILM

••••••

.

•
••
.•'••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•••

DAILY HAPPY HOUR
11AM.to7 PM

2-FOR-l DRINKS
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS

:· $1 OFF ·:
iCONCERTSi
i•
:• WITH
•

•

MONDAY ••••••~•••
•Big Screen Football
•Quart Night $1.75

i• U-C F l.D. !•
•

TUESDAY ••••••••••

eDrink or Drown

WEDNESDAY•••••.•••
•25¢ Bar Drinks &
25¢ Drafts
7PMtolOPM
THURSDAY•••••••••
•Ladies Night
3 Free Drinks for Ladies
SUNDAY••••••••••••
•Drink or Drown
8PMto12PM
Girls $3/Guys_$5 .
All You Can Drink!

.

•••••••••••••••••••••••
•·
••
••
••
••
.

8PMto12PM
Girls $3/Guys $5
All You Can Drink!

I

ORLANDO, FLA.

CONCERTS
ELVIN BISHOP
NOVEMBER23
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Senators get UCF feedback
during Orange County visit .
by Kathleen

Foro~da

Newa Edttor

Four UCF groups made presentations to several sta·t e senators who
toured the campus during a visit to
Orange County Monday and Tuesday.

·NOW SERVING BREAKFAST 6:30-11:00 AM
Ham, Roast Beef, Turkey, Swiss Cheese

JASON DELUXE
Ham, Turkey, Cotto Salami, Provolone Cheese

HOAGIE
ROAST BEEF (Available in Brat Jr.)
HAM'N CHEESE (Available in Brat Jr.)
CORNED BEEF (Available in Brat. jr.)
REUBEN
·

~

Corned Beef, Swiss Cheese, Sauerkraut
TURKEY (Available in Brat Jr.)
PASTRAMI Smoked & Spicy

CHICKEN FILLET
KIELBASA
SALAMI
CHEESE SANDWICH

s2.os

S2.00

r-- COUPON ---1·

:~:.:~ I

s1:ss. I

·sfJ"S

$2.2~

I

soe OFF.

I

I

:r:~ I
:t:~ I

- ·

$1~70 .1

$1~70

SALAD BAR
PLATTER 1.94 BOWL
1.35

I

. ANY REGULAR

SANDWICH OR
SALAD PLATTER
WITH THIS COUPON
YOUMAY ·
PURCHASE UP TO
3 SANDWICHE~ WITH
THIS SING~E COUPON

·',.
L

I

I
I

____ __ .

I

I

.._
......_
IEXPIRES NOV.
30, 19811

MUCH MUCH .MORE
I

I
I
I
I

PH. 33·1·4241 ORCAARYOUT
990 Semoran at Red Bug Road · ·

DINEIN

NEXT TO BIG 10 TIRE STORE

CASSELBERRY,FLA.32707

According to Dr. Alan Fickett,
special assistant to the president,
Senators George Stuart and Toni
Jennings "invited a selected group·
of colleagues to visit Orange County
. for a day and a half.''
Those senators who attended
were: Stuart, Jennings, Clark Max-

well, Ed Dunn, Dick Langley, Pat
Frank ·and Jack Gordon.
Representatives from the computer science department, the College of Engineering, the Staff Council, and the Research Park were present at the brief Tuesday meeting.
Fickett said the computer science,
business and engineering represen·
tatives expressed an interest in us·
ing portions of the uajversity's
Quality Improvement Funds to further the developement of depart·
mental programs.
.
~
A need for funds for the planned
Center for Engineering and

Business Administration was also
indicated.
Fickett said $400,000 is needed
for laying out plans for the first
phase of the engineering sector of
the Center and that "a little over"
$10 million is required for the construction of the engineering section.
There was also a request for
$600,000 in. order to complete plans
for the business administration part
of the Center.
Peggy Smith, Chairman of the
Staff Coucil, presented a petition
signed by 562 of the university's 691
Career Service employees who are
dissatisfied with this year's Career
Service raise allocations and bonus
plan.
The category of Career Service
employees does not include faculty
or administrative and professional
(A&P) positions. Secretaries, clerks,
and staff assistants are examples of
Career Service employees.
In reference to the pay raises,
Smith said later that ·"longevity
didn't count. The longer you were
here, the less you got.-''
She explained that the legislature
allocated a 6.75 percent pay raise to
be multiplied by each employee's
base (starting) salary. Therefore, an
SeJJ,ators, page 17

M.usic qu i z
·answer
from page nine
A. Grateful Dead
B. Harlem Heyday cast

C. UCF Gospel Choir
D. Outlaws
E. Allman Brothers
F. Buffalo Bill
G. The "Beatles "
The UCF Gospel Choir will perform at Jones High School's College
Day on Nov. 21st. The 30-member
choir gave their Annual Fall Concert
on campu~ ~ov. 19th.
Buffalo Bill is a transplanted
Yankee with a very limited repertoire-he only sings "How About
Them Bills?" during football season.

t

Harlem Heyday, a '20s vaude-

ville revue out of New York, will
recreate the Golden Age of Jazz, the
Charleston, flappers and big bands
at Bob Carr on Dec. 2nd. The pro·
gram benefits UCF's minority
educational achievement fund. Call
minority student serices at 275-2716 .
for info.

How to recognize

the real taste of beer
at 17,000 feet

Give lllat Sbldent aBlue liblDll

Pabst Brewing Company. Milwaukee. Wisconsin and oth~r cities .

The Allman Brothers/Grateful
Dead/Outlaws concert will shake the
ever-swaying Tangerine Bowl star·
ting at noon on Nov. 27th. Tickets·
for the Friday concert will be $10 advance, $12.50 at the gate.
And don't forget the pre-Fab Four
("Beatlemania") at Bob Carr Nov.
20th.
The UCF Choir will perform at
Maitland's First 'Presbyterian
Church on Dec. · 4th. The program
consists of music by Bruckner and
Pinkham, with selections from
Handel's "Messiah." Capping off
the evening, after a solo by voice in·
structor Elizabeth Wrancher, will be
an audience participation rendition
of the "Hallelujah Chorus." The
program is free and begins at 8 p.m.
(
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.LOWEST EVERYDAY PRICES!
.· NOW SAVE EV.EN MORE'!

+

•

of music.

{VISIT OUR GAMEROOM
AT EAST-WEST IN CASSELBERRY. FREE TOKEN WITH ANY PURCHASE)

.

---------------------------rr-•-----~-----------------&~~~~u~~~nd
I KENNY R~GERS .

~

$1 00 OFF

·

•

'N ineTonight
fHIUrlng
erclllng live verslonl ol
Seger'1 GrHl!ll Hits plua
.
"Tl)'ln' To LlveMy LlfeWlthoutYou:

$·1 00 OFF

·

I
I

..

•

.

. GreatestHits
., .

·

.

.

. .

.

I

·

.

•

·

..

LP OR TAPE I . ...
W/ THIS COUPON; ··
THRU 12/11/81 •~
.

.

Givethegift

"

·:

. ~·

.

;-<r /

LP . 9~ TAPE

.

ft·. ~® W/ THIS COUPON

/~"~

t

~

THRU 12/11/81

LIBERTY

.

..;.--------~--~------.---..;---~--------------~----------,._

LITTLE RIVER BAND
Time Exposure

.

·

.

.

·

.

·

. · $1.00 OFF
.

.

I

,,_.

MAZE

featuring Frankie Beverly

! ,;.Li··:;~fr

· LP OR TAPE · , :
W/ THIS COUPON ;
THRU 12/11/81 1

$1.00 OFF
LP OR TAPE
W/ THIS COUPON
-THRU 12/11/81

I

----~--~---------------~---~----~----------------------

RONNIE LAWS
SOUDGROUND

INCLUDING: SOLID GROUND, STAY AWAKE.
HEAVY ON EASY. THERE'S A WAY

LP OR TAPE
W/ THIS COUPON
THRU 12/11/81

------~--~-----------------~--------------------------

10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT l.D.
· s. ORLANDO

.

U:f~~,.o~::)

·· . WINTER PARK
.
CASSELBERRY
4995 S. ORANGE AVE. 1000 S. ORLANDO AVE. 1101 E. SEMORAN BLVD.
•
(HWY. 17-92) ,
(HWY. 436)
859 8991
647-3655
831-8991

.
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Sportf}Jweek
Younger squad , puts heat
by Vince Cotroneo

and Tony Moore join UCF as 6'4'' forwards from
· ·cook Junior College in Texas. Another Texan,
6 '5 '' Ernie Tate, comes to the Knights·and join·
Not even Torchy Clark kllows -who his .players ing Ferrell in the backcourt will be Ernie Rhodes,
are. The UCF men's basketball tips off the 1981-82 a 5'11" speed merchant from Paducah, Kentucky.
season tonight at home against Webber College
Clark did recruit two freshmen and they look to
minus four starters of a year ago that brought the be the four year players UCF has lacked in the
Knights a 23-5 record and a number .two ranking past few years. Jerry J ~nsen is another Appleton,
in the country for the final regular season poll:
Wis. product to play for the Knights. An all-state
Gone are center Dean Rossin, forwards Roland guard last year, Jensen wi:U lend his 6'2" frame to
Ebron ·and Ruben Cotton and guard Jim a UCF backcourt that is predominantly smaU
Beachum. These four players together averaged with Ferrell and Rhodes.
·
51 points a game on last year's squad.
The. other. freshman is a local star from the
· The only returners the Knights have are center Metro Conference. Ronilie Thorton is a 6'3" for·
Jeff Dorschner, the 6-foot-11 product of Clark's ward from West Orange High School. Thorton's
hometown, Appleton, Wisconsin; Jimmie- Ferrell, talents last year as a senior earned him the Metro
UCF's sixth man of a year ago playing guard and Conference player of the year award.
Willie Edison, a 6 foot-1 forward built in the same
In a preseason poll by the Basketball Writers of
mold as Ebron and Cotton. Of those three, America, the UCF Knights were ranked number
Dorschner is the only returning starter. As a six in the country. Ahead of the Knights are one
~ freshmen, Dorschn~r put in ten points a game and of their arch-nemesis, the Florida Southern
hauled down six rebounds a contest.
Moccassinsranked second in the country. The
. ''This is the biggest wipeout we've had here Moccassinsbeat Mount St. Mary's. (number one
since the beginning 9f the program 13 years ago,'' tbis season) in the championship game last year·
said Clark, the Knights only head coach in that to win the Division II national championship.
time. "This is a completely new b l!club. It's real,.
It was Florida Southern who beat UCF in t~e
ly been work. This is the hardest preseason we've South · Region finals last year 73·71 on a Mike
had in a long time."
Hayes 25 foot baselfue jumper at the buzzer after
The new men who will don the black and gold the Knights ·battled back from ten point deficit
include Jeff Carrion, a 6'3" junior college transfer with two· minutes to play. For UCF, Florida
from Trenton, New Jersey . .Also, Ja~e~ Helmich Southern is in the powerful Sunshine Sta~ ConFuture staff

Nlo-~
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ference along with Rollins, Eckerd, St. Leo, Bis·
cayne and ne~coiner FIT.
Clark sees the ·conference reaching a leveling off
stage. ''John Ebeling (Fla. Southern) is the best
player in the league . and Rollins is a senior
ballclub with Joel Fiser, Craig Koppleman and
Stu Colling," said Clark. "Biscayne has Ted
Mizerak and Jerry Barnes coming back. St. Leo is
putting more emphasis on basketball and FIT
should be a sleeper. Ourselves and Eckerd have
the toughest time· this year. We're both
rebuilding. I pick us last."
.
Before the season even started, Clark was felled
by injuries. Dorschner got a very sore ~e and
missed 16 workouts. He just returned to practice
this ·week. Also Jimmie Ferrell, a player who
Clark calls "the catalyst" to his club, got a
similiar injury in a workout at his old high school.
"For the new players, it's an adjustment to
come in," said Clark. "It's not so much the ad·
justment to me as it is the adjustment to my
style. We play it between the circles .and it's
tough for these guys to play that way. The new
guys are good ballp~yers but they haven't
played this style of basketball before."
UCF plays ten games before breaking for the
Christmas holidays, including a road game
against the ~Diversity of Tulsa,. last y~~ .NIT
winner and picked by some pplls m the D1vis10n I
top 20. The conference kicks off Jan. 6 at home
against the Eckerd_Tritons.

Detense, speed key to
women's basketball
by Mark Schledom
Future staff

-

.

Torchy Clark and his gang are not
the only ones playing basketball at
UCF. With the season less than a
week old, the Lady Knights have
already been testing their abilities.
The preseason jamboree held at
Lake Howell High School .S aturday
· night allowed the team to get a bet·
'\«' ; ter handle on their strengths and
., · weaknesses.
The Lady Knights defeated Stetson in a half-game period of play and
then lost to the University of Miami.
According to coach Joe Sanchez
there were some surprising performances by fr~shmen which should
be an indication that this year's
team will have a different look from
lasty~'.

''Karen Harvey who is a guard
from Mississippi did a terriffic job·
for us at the point." Sanchez said.
''She'll be a factor for us in how well·
she runs the offense."

Marcie Swilley gets a step on
University ,o( Miami defender
in the pre season jamboree at
Lake Howell High School.
photo by Brian LaPeter

Another strong area is the team's
center Meg ·Schuler. "Meg did a ter·
riffic job for us rebounding,'? San·
chez said adding that Schuler and
Harvey are the key to success this
year.
This t~ will have to rely on play
and quickness because it lacks the
height of most t~s.
"Size has to be a big factor
because of the schedule we play,"
Sanchez said. ''According to people
who have been here in the past we
play the · toughest schedule the
women have ever ·played. A lot of
'the Division I schools we play are going to be loaded with size. When we
played against Mi~ in the jamboree Mianii had three girls over·six
foot~two," he said. "Where they're
running six-two and six-three girls,
we're running five-ten."
Sanchez says the team will have to
compensate by concentrating on
running the ball and pressing.
Above .all the Lady Knights must
play strong defensively.
"It's .to our advantage that the
people of Florida know that we have
·a new team," he said. And that
we've beat teams they're aware of in
scrimmage already.
The Lady Knights will host their
first Thanksgiving Tourney on Nov.
23 and 24. It will kick off with Tampa playing _FIU and St. Leo against
UCF at 6 p.m. Friday in the g_vYn

.Pag~_
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Knights go giant-hunting in Tangerine bowl
by Marty Fisher

. hand. The winner of the ·game keeps the trophy "Central Florida Bowl" depending on the kind of
for that year.
performance the Knights can muster.
. The B-CC defense has picked up the nickname . When giants and beanstalks and golden geese
' No matter what you thiDk of Don Jonas, Sam- . the "Crunch Bunch" along the way and rightfully are involve, you just never know.
my Weir, and the UCF football program, one $0. Averaging 6'5'' 240 lbs. on the front line, the
thing you'll never be able to accuse them of is Wildcats are by far the strongest team UCF has
padding their schedule with easy games.
ever faced. B-CC is ranked at the top of Division
· From the start, the Knights (4-5) have proven I-AA national statistics in pass defense, allowing
to be a team unafraid of the odds, standing up to just 48.9 yards per game. That is especially had
programs out of their class. In its short three news for UCF which has moved the ball effectiveyear existence, UCF has risen to the occasion ly through the air this season. The B-CC defense
and has surprised sQme; more experienced teams. · is also tops in total defense, allowing only 194
But when.you pick on the big guys, you'd better yard~ per game.
by Mark Schledorn
be prepared, because the bigger they are, the
All-American hopeful Booker Reese, along with
. Sports Editor
harder you'll fall.
Rob · McGanee, Curtis Norton, Reno 'Patterson
The question remains, just . how many times and ALee Williams make up the heart of the
The ·women 's Division I volleyball team
during one season can a team get up for the "big "Crunch Bunch" defense.
,
defeated the University of Miami 12-15, 15game?"
Comparitively, the UCF defense has also
12, 15-5 and 15-7 in the state semi-finals in
This Saturday night, the Division 111 jocks of played Scrooge to opposing offenses, allowing 9.8
. Ft. Lauderdale Saturday aliowing the~ to
UCF will attempt to climb the magic beanstalk points per game before the 27·9 Millersville blowadvance to regional competition in
leading to the Tangerine Bowl in search of the out last week. Led by Ed Gantner, Mike Som·
Tallassee.
goose that lays the golden football. But before merfield, Billy Giovanetti and Eddie James, the
The Lady Knights are counting on the
they can get to the goose, the Knights must first UCF defense has left its mark all season long.
outstanding
play of setter Am:1a-Martina.
Both offenses have sputtered along the way,
knock off a horde of giants of Division I-AA
Delgo
and
backcourt specialist Karen
Bethune Cookman.
but UCF has been far more inconsistent. With
Fisher.
If UCF can somehow manage this fairy tale af- only two touchdowns in their last three games
But even a bigger burden is being pla~ed
fair, and get by the giants, then the game football quarterback Mike Wood and his tiny backfield
on
Andrea Jackson. According to coach Joe
that would be theirs would really be worth its will have a lot of clawing and scratching to do if
Sanchez
when Jackson is hot the Lady
weight in gold.
they're going to Win this one.
very hard to beat.
Knights
are
With an expected crowd of about 18,000 on
Once again UCF place .kicker Scott Ryerson
Sanchez also hopes that an injured Trish
hand, the largest in UCF history, a win would be will go up against another good kicker in B-CC's
Boyle will be back in the line-up at the
a gigantic·boost at the crossroads for the Division Dennis Daniels. Daniels has 38 points, far behind
II-bound Knights. But those are fairytales and · Ryerson's nation-leading 60, but has hit on
regionals.
reality is where UCF will have to do battle with several kicks from over 50 yards. Ryerson hopes
UCF will begin the regionals at noon
the Wildcats for the newly established mayor's. he will get to kick some extra points this week.
today against Miami and will then play
Orlando Mayor Bill Frederick and
Five years from now, this ·game .will either be
trophy.
Geor-gia at 6 p.m.
Daytona Beach Mayor Larry Kelly will_be on looked at as either the "Fairytale Bowl" or the
Future atatf

Women's volleyball
advance to
regionals.

WE HAVE ~YOUR PARTS
CHEAP

YOU

898-2454 ·

10%

Pick a legend
and save!

(STUDENT DISCOUNT)

568-2156
.·-AU10 SALVAOE BROKERSAIRPORT TOWINC
USED AUTO PARTS
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE
24 HOUR TOWING
MOVE ABANDONED VEHICLES
BUY JUNK CARS
EAST HWY. so ·

need to call.·..

AlAFAYA

EMERGENCY #275-8721

: UCF

...
~

1981
XJ/9

Thursday, Friday~ Saturday Night

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
WITH

EPA EST
MPG

37 .
EST HWY

EPA EST
MPG

J98J

SPIDER.

36
EST HWY

2000

Both equipped with air conditioning, fuel injection, electronic
ignition, 5-speed ov~rdrive transmission, 4-wheel disc brakes,
radial tires and more.

SHALAKO
Country Western• Country Rock• Top 40
NO COVER

S.AVE HUNDREDS
THIS WEEK ONLY

HAPPY HOUR MON.-FRI. 5-6
DRINKS-2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
OPEN7DAYS
StfNDAY·WEDNESDAY 11TILL12
THURSDA·Y·SATURDAY 11· TILL 2

8

i
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Lighting for Lake Claire Reward
delayed until Decernber
by Kim Hawley
Future staff

Installation of orange vapor lights
around the perimeter of Lake Claire
hasn't begun and the date of completion has been set back to Dec. 31.
There are conflicting reasons for
the delay.
·
According to Student Body President George Chandler, the delay is
due to the unavanability of 35-foot
poles needed for the lights.
However, Mike Spinnato of the
Physical' Plant who is planning the
installation, said the delay is due to
a lack of Student Gove~ent funding.
Chandler said Student Govern-

ment has the money but is looking
into additional funding from UCF
adininistration.
The lighting will cost approximately $11,000, which is $3,000
over the original estimate. The bill
will be paid by Student Government, which will also pay all electric
and maintenance costs. Chandler
said he hopes the university administration will pay some of the in-stallation expenses ..
Palmer Electric made the lowest
bid on the installation, but will not
install the lights until the con:ipany
receives an official contract from the
university. Bob Olive, a Palmer
Electric spokesman, said he expects
the contract next week.

-Wanted-

STUDENTS
•Individuals
•Couples
•Groups
•Composits
•Weddings
•Dances & Parties

DEBBIE TAYLOR

•Passports
•License
•I.D.
•Color&B/W

10% DISCOUNT WITH I.D. CARD

Fotographic Services .
1809 East Colonial Drive 896-2050

Soft
Contact Lenses
. Only
$38.00 *PerPair
I

Satisfaction Guaranteed-or Full $38.00 Refunded
Within 40 Days
We fit Baush & Lomb, Aquaflex, & Hydrocurve Lenses

DR. 'CHARLES HANl<INS 886-3223
_ • introductory price of first pair
professional fitting fees additional

Smarty's
LUNCH SPECIAL
Sandwich, ·F ries, Pepsi
$2.50
HAPPY HOUR

One T~Fingers®Do~ Shirt
Yours for S695

Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
2:00-4:00

It'll cover you up. It'll keep you warm. Besides, it
says you have good taste when it comes to Tequila.
Two Fingers. Order one up .. . the Tequila and the
Dorm Shirt. Just fill out the coupon below·and send
along $6.95 for .e ach shirt. The rest ls up to you.

(CORNER OF ALAFAYA TRAIL & UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD)

273-9875

Azeem.Hairstylin·g
The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women ... -ncludes Hair analysis
OPEN
9-5 Tues ..- Sat.
Thurs. Eve.
by Appt. Only

WEARE HERE

~

City

Y'
>

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando

273-1313

Name

Address

CURRY FORD ROAD ...,

No Gratuities Please

Send check or money order to:
Two Fingers Tequila Merchandise Offer
P.O. Box 02609, Detroit, MI 48202
Please send me _ _ Dorm Shirt(s). I have enclosed
· $6.95 for each Dorm Shirt ordered.
Specify women's size(s): 0 Small 0 Medium
0 Large

State

Zip

No purchase required . Allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery . Offer good in Continental
U.S. only . Void where prohibited by law.
Michigan residents add sales tax. Offer
expires August 3 I , 1982 .

© 1981 . Imported and bottled
by Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.,
Burlingame. CA. Tequila, 80 Proof.
Product of Me:>tjco.

Two Fingers is all it takes.
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NEED AUTO INSURANCE?!
YOU

need to

UCF all-star team lacks
funding for College Bowl finals

call~...
898-2454

.

Unless an 8.1.temative source of
funding is discovered, UCF's College Bowl All-Star team may not be
going to the regionals in Atlanta
this February.
According to Carl Jenne, who was
in charge of coordinating the competition this Oc;t.. the Student
Center is in financial straits. "We
· just don't have the money, and I
don't consider this priority."
However, Jenne said that if the
team. could arrange to get_to the
regionals, the Student Center would
pay it.s registration fee, which he
estimated to be about $150. The·entire excursion would cost about
$400. ,Jenne sai4 he ·had known for

COLONIAL PLAZA
BEHIND RONNIE'S
MON. -FRI. 8-6 SAT. 8-5'

fii!! - •I't1' ~

·ISTU:oENT ·c.o;vEnNMENT
~- ~ - - ~

-· -..~

When contacted by .the Future,
All-Star Steve Rajtar expressed surprise but said cautiously, 11 we might
just go anyway,.depending on where it is."
Each of the team members contacted-Larry Rumbaugh, Rajtar,
Tom Terrell and Barton
Weeks-said they were still interested in attending and would look
into alternate sources for the funds
to attend.

TIRED OF BEING SNOWED

OFFERS · ,· .·~ , · .~-

BY SHOE SALESMEN POSING AS ~UDIQ EXPERTS?
THEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A
DOSE OF FACT INSTEAD OF FICTI_QN.

, '"·· · iEGAL,SERvic:Es
OOT"'P RORtats .W ITH; ---~--
Landl9rds?·
Student Govemm~~.t seeks. · ~ to provide
Ir)~urance? ·
at the Universit}: ~f _Ceptral Florida'
studenrs
-Contracts?
-witlr Legal sem.ces in matters affecting their. :
'The PoliceP welfare as stµi\ents. Senriees pro~ded jnclude
land:lord ·

'"'some time," that the Student
Center could not afford the trip, but
neither he, nor anyone on the Education and Leisure classes committee
had notified the All-Star team.

. j

:·consumer,
and-·
A)so, !~oncrimin~l·
·-traffic cases, divorce: coiN~rsion of p·ropeify, .
a,µd nalhe change transactors. ·
~
. ' .Our.· pl'OgrlJm . offers legar . advice, . oon·~Wtati()n an~ · dric~nt dr~fting ~ of
charge -io _stu~enb ·.m need of services. Call
2 '.l5-2-~38 ·or -~top by s.~·21 Q-Jor mor~·- 'infomratiori or an appoinment.: ·
-~

SPEAKER SYSTEMS•KITS•CABINETS~ ·
•X-OVERS•DRIVERS .
•COMPLETESYSTEMS .
•REPAIRS ON ALL BRANDS
WHILE YOU WATCH

•

,, tenant, .

~iscriminatiolJ p.;Qble~s :_

•

50 FEET WEST OF THE e .
WINTER PARK SINK HOLE

1019 W. FAIRBANKS AVE. ·
WINTER PARK, FL.
1 BLK. EAsTOF 17-92
628-.1735

FREE
BUS SERVICE FOR STUDENTS
TO THIS SATURDAY'S
BETHUNE-COOl<MAN/UCF ·
FOOTBALL GAME
.

-

THE-BUS WILL LEAVE FROM

THE·FRONT OF THE ADMIN. BUILDING AT 6:30 PM
AND LEAVE ~ROM THE FIELD 20 MINUTES AFTER THE GAME ENDS
•

'

-·

,--

fa.

ABeginning Good luck to the Baskefhall l<nights
·
and .
ASpecial Final Good luck to the 1981 Foothall Knights

.....

.

···································~·-···· ·- -------- --- - -·- - ----- -- -

.
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employee who has been with the
university for 15 years received a
lower percent increase in his salary
than a person who has worked for
UCF only 6 months.
Smith said the $21,015 allocated
for bonuses was not enough to
"fairly reward all of the university's
We
outstanding CS employees.
could only allot 81 bonuses for
$259.44 each," Smith said.
"If the money for bonuses was
dealt out as a cost-of-living raise or

page u Space--------..,...--fr~mpage3

merit raise, then everyone would
leaving the Humanities and Fine Juge, there will be no available
have shared in it equally." she said.
Arts Building, Juge said, and will be space for those departments when
Smith said that as a result of the
moving into the n~w Computer the Library is renovated. They have
low pay and pay raise from the
Science Center in July 1982. The - .top priority for the vacated space
state, "The turnover rate of CS i~ so
vacated office space will then because they have no other alterhigh, it's affecting faculty and.A&P
become available, he said.
native, Juge said.
positions.''
''Approximately half of the office .
Before continuing their Orange - space on the fourt~ floor will be
Other departments· that have put
County tour to Valencia Communiavailable and so will Offices 209 and- in space requests are the departty, the senators also heard a brief
214 on the second floor," he said.
·men ts of communications,
presentation on the potential for
The Sociology and Political psychology · and OASIS (Office of
high technology studies at the UCF
Science Departments are currently Academic Support and InformaResearch Park, Fickett said.
housed in the Library. According to tional Services), according to Juge.

,.
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Album 'ta~ing shape' ·
for student songwriter
by Debbie Walters _
Future staff

"Right now I really can't see
beyond this album-it's blocking
my vision,'' said Jack Mackintosh, a
UCF student who will be cutting his
first record this Sunday.
Mackintosh
is
studying
psychology and music. His bearded
face glows and his eyes glitter when
he talks about cutting the album.
The 25-year-old musician has been
working on ':'Late Night Lullaby"
for the past three months. Scheduled to be released in mid-January,
Mackintosh's album is composed of

original ballads doused with jaz~.
"What's really neat is watching it
Are you tired of looking for
take shape," Mackintosh said.
- happiness? No matter what
Helping with the "shaping" is a
you do, fulfillment can only
local group called·''Trans Atlantic,''
be found in Jesus .Christ.
which already has an album out.
He wants you to know Him
Background music will be compospersonally. Come and
ed for a cello, string base, trumpet
learn how great life can
and flute. "I play the guitar and the
~.
- bel Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
bassoon," Mackintosh said. "I'm a
bassoon major. I do a lot of symphony work, and I also do a lot of
Th• Rock Hous•
playing in the local night clubs. It
Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembly
gives me two realms."
1199 Clay Street , Winter Pork
. Mackintosh writes most of his
644-1199.
songs about personal experiences. ·
~
(located between Par and Fo!rbonks Exits of 1-4)
For example, the title song was writ- . . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - -

::n~~out a night he spent in Ger-

Songwriter ·Jack Mackintosh

ROck
HOUse

.

BU~d1nes
·
I
------

To Mackintosh, writing is fun, b u t - - - - - ~
the best part is adding the music. ·.~I
·,
·
.
do a lot of word painting with my
music,'' he said. ''I let the music
Burdines offers Optometric services
follow what the words are saying.
·in
Burdines
Fashion square and Altamonte Mall
That's the challenge--to make the
music fit the words.
Optometrist
The music business is not all fame
Craig J. &ratter, OD~ PA and Associates
and glamou~. According to MackinMichael Mclane, OD and Burton Ersoff, OD
tosh, he isn't through the hard work
are· located on the second floor ·
yet. ''I didn't realize how much time
in the customer service are.a
it takes to do something like this.
next t.o Burdines Optica·1
We're going from about 6 p.m. to 2
Regular Eye Examination $25
· a.m. three to four nights a. ·week
rehearsing,'' he said. ''The easy part
Regular Soft Lens Examination
is going .to be recording the album;
· and Fitting Fee $50
,t he hard part is going to be proOffice Hours by Appointment
moting it. That's something I know
.
weekdays-Evenings-Saturdays
nothing aobut.''
Fashion Square 898-5912 Altamonte Mall 830-6416
The UCF bookstore is going to
Burdines Optometric Servic;es honors all
market the album, but must let the
eve care benefits programs.
state have all the profits from its
percentage for student scholarships.

---~~-'-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

SOft contacts for Christmas
Give a Bausch & Lomb
Gift certificate

.59
·The perfect gift for someone special or even ·
for yourself. .
• Gift certificates are available until
December 24, 1981 and can be redeemed
. anytime.
• Same day service is available on most
prescriptions.
• wear them for 30 days, if you're not
delighted return them for a full refund
on
the cost of the lenses.
.
.
Burdines Optical is located on the second floor in the
customer Service area:

Bausch & Lomb Astigmatic soft contacts $169
continuous wear soft contacts $189
Bausch & Lomb soft bifocal contacts $.169
Altamonte Mall 830·2398
Fashion Square 896-5398
Prices do not Include eve examinations or fitting fees.
Burdines Optical honors all eve·care benefits programs.
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Resident students to· vote .on
24-hour visitation proposal
by Lisa Molle~
Future atatt

.
A proposal allowi~g 24-hour
visitation was adopted by UCF's Inter Hall Council Nov. 8, and will be
presented to UCF resident students
for their approval.
The action recommended by the
IHC, an elected body of six
residents, is that 24-hour visitation
be implemented in all dorms but one
· of the new residence halls as soon as
possible. According to-Tim Raney,
IHC president, it could be done for
spring semes~r.
Student Body President· George
. . Chandler said he sees problems with
the proposal and the manner of im~
,. plementation. Chandler said to introduce proposed around-the-clock
visitation this spring term would
"not be fair and is not convenient." ·
He said students not comfortable
with the visitation hours in their
dorms would be forced · to move in
the middle of a school year.
_
Chandler said there is a solution to
• the problem as he sees it. He is going to present a new visitation
· .policy proposal to the IHC at its
next meeting. The proposal would
recommend 24-hour visitation be

#

determined by R vote in individual
suites, and 24-hour -visitation suites
would be by request only. Chandler
claims this would make the proposal
fair to all, and most students would
not have to move. The new dorms,
however, ·are not divided into suites
but floors.
Chris McCray; director of housing, said that the proposal selected
by the council would be okay with
him. He added that the students living in the halls would have to vote
on visi~tion hours no matter what
proposal is accepted.
He said
24-hour visitation will not be put i,nto effect in dorm. if the major:ity of
students. in that dorm do not approve.
.
McCray also pointed out that the
IHC's proposal would not cause a
rush of students changing dorms
because the vote is in the students'
hands.
·students. living in the dorms are
under a limited-visitation contract
for spring term, McCray said. To
implement 24-hour visitation, student contracts would have to be
rewritten ·and resigned. McCray
said he ~ees no problems with that at
this point.

HEY
Far Eyes!
At no -extra charge:·
Plastic Lenses o
Fashion Tints o
Wire Frames o
Selection of 300 o

o Photogrev Lenses
o sunglasses
D Oversize Lenses
o Quality.Guaranteed
.

.

FRAMES & LENSES
COMP·LETE

s:s:s

546 Bifocals .

The greatest values in sight. TM

Senators to evaluate concerts.·

-

Cassleberry • 430 East Highway 436, (1/2 mile east of .17-92) • 339-0400

A committee has been established to evaluateUCF's last concert and the
feasibility of .future shows.
Student Government Comptroller Pete l\4orlock was appointed by Student Body President George Chandler to head the committee of eight
se~tor~.
.
·
·

l.,ocations in: Florida. California , Delaware. Illinois. Maryland .
Massachusetts, New Jersey , Pennsylvania, Virginia and Washington , D.C.

i..-,
~

I·•)

fo•I·

~~~~OOmmi~~~~~~~~W~·
~Mto~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
·finish
all evaluations before the spring semester begins.
-.

IF YOU LIKE BANKING
MADE ·EASY .
YOU'LL LOVE US
The Citizens Ba.nk of.Oviedo is
located just minutes from the
u.c.F. campus. we have spacious
. parking, fast drive in teuers and
two CITIZENS 24 HR automated
. tellers in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
the new A.T.M~ building. All to.
make banking easy for you.
Everything you will ever
.. need from a Full service Bank is
yours at....
-

YOUR FRIENDLY
156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.~.

HAIRCUTS FOR THE LOOKSTHATGETTHE LOOKS.
Winter Park MalJ 534 N. Orlando Ave. .~inter Park, Fl . .i2789 628-8936
HOURS M-F 10 to 9 Sat. 9 to 8. Sun. 12:30 to 5

A

·=..i;::;-:-

MEMBER FDIC

.

B9X 729 ~OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765
(305) 365 ~ss11
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Letters

Mike Griffin

Pick your fights.·
·w hen you can ·wiri
Famed· Sentinel Star columnist Charley Reese appeared at a College Republicans meeting expressing
his views on a number of topics, primarily the recent
student opposition to the Trask-Bush Amendment.
I refer to him as "Charley" simply because "Mr.
Reese" just doesn't sound appropriate. It's not that
the man doesn't deserve the respect of the term, rather
he impressed me as an entrepreneur of backwoods com- mon sense.
Charley keyed in on the student reaction to the
Trask-Bush amendment. He feels that .the students of )
this and other state universities have overreacted concerning the ramifications of the legislation.
"You need to pick your fights," Charley said, implying that this issue was not important enough to rate
too much attention. Then he told a little story about
the time a pornograher came into his office to complain 1
~bout the city's viola.tion of his First Amendment
rights. The man stated that if the government could
stop him from selling p'ornographic literature,
Shakespeare would be next to go.
Charley replied to the man's comments by saying
"When they try to stop you from selling Shakespeare,
let me know." He capped this parable with the comment that if you wait and these movements get large .
enough to actually violate rights, you have legitimate
cause for concern.
·
This is where Charley and I part ·company. I too
choose to "pick my fights," howeve.r I pick them when
'they're small enough to win without any damage·to the
, most important political document ever written--the
U.S. Constitution. In ·other words, if you work to protect the First Amendment before censorship reaches
Shakespeare, you have a better chance of protecting
the bard. If you wait, you stand a 50-50 chance of losing him.
I can see Charley's point, but imagine the implications if Charley and his philosophy were propelled back
in time to the year 1871.
Living in a comfortable section of Chicago, Charley's
evening ritual of reading the newspaper is intenupt.ed
by his young son excitedly rushirig into the room.
'"Dad, Dad, Mrs. O'Leary's cow knocked over a
lantern and her barn's on fire!"
"Now, now son, don't overreact, it's just a barn," the . elder Reese would say. ''You've got to learn to pick
your fires.''

-
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Skits entertaining, not insulting
Editor:
It was not the intent of Sigma Alpha Epsilon to offend or demise the female·
managers, the Golden Knights, of our football team. Our skit was created solely for the
purpose of entertaining those students who
were attending the homecoming party on
Wednesday night.
During the skit we portrayed President
Colbourn acting like Mr. Rogers, a Health
Center doctor smoking a joint, roaches serving food in SAGA, Americans held Iranians
hostage in the library and coach Jonas
riding in his courtesy car with his name
plastered on both sides.
To say our skit was insulting shows that
you did not understand the parody we
created. To say you were appalled shows the
narrowness of your point of view. To say
· you were disappointed shows a lack of trust
concerning the intention of this fraternity.
To say you were hurt is your right.
I hope you realize we put no thought into
ways to insult the reputation of the "Golden

Editor:
In response to your editorial last week
regarding the SAE skit, you failed to mention that we placed· first in the competition.
Whose decision was,that? It certainly was
not ours.
One more thing. Please allow me to define
satire, quoted from the Webster's New Dic-tionary: ''A literary work holding up human
vices and follies to ridicule or scorn.'' Can
yott say satire? Good. I knew you could.
·
Stanton R.. Storer
.Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Editor's note: The objections to the SAE
skit were raised ·in a letter from members of
the Golden Knights, not in a Future
editorial.
·
see More Letters, page 23

Videotaping concerts

ing habits by the College
Marketing & Research Corp. and
Monroe Mendelsohn Research
Inc. Despite the on~laught of
electronic games, standbys such
as I?ackgammon also proved
popular. Dungeons and Dragons
sets are rapidly advancing on
the most owned list as well.

•

Book of cheap dates
Want to date cheapJy? It can
be done, says author Bruce
Brown in ''The Cheap Date .
Handbook," published by New
Lifestyle Publishing. Brown advises readers to check local ·and
public libraries for unusual leetures, films, talks or clubs and
start a cheap date notebook for
jotting down up coming free or
inexpensive events.

Games s~udents play
Monopoly and scrabble are
still the best selling games
among college students accordin~ to a survey of student buy-

Videotaped concerts may be
the next electronic entertainment revolution on campus. As
major acts are priced out of the
college market, some campuses
are already turning to .
videotaped concerts by performers like Fleetwood Mac,
Paul Simon, Randy Newman and
the Pretenders. Musical events
are the most asked for form of ·
video entertainment says a national coordinator of Films, Inc.
.a .film and video distributor.

Report campus spies
Spying on foreign students is
now expressly forbidden at
. Carnegie-Mellon University.
The president of that school announced the creation of a hotline
students may ·call if they think
they are victims of spying. Any
student found guilty of spying
on another could face expulsion.
The action came after a
Carnegie-Mellon student died on
a return trip to his native
Taiwan. Other Taiwanese
students claimed his alleged
suicide was actually government
retribution for his antigovernment activities in this
_.,,.....
country.

~

Knights," but if indeed you were insulted I
apologize.
Eddie Maynard
President/Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Meeting for students
without the students
An open house for Florida
State University students, officials and members of the state
Board of Regents ended quickly
when no students attended. The
meeting had been billed as a
chance for students to air their
complaints. About a dozen
faculty and staff members attended, but only one student a reporter - showed up.
UCF students are invited to
question Board of Regents action at 4 p.m. Tuesday in the
Board Room of the Administra-

·

J

tion Building. University Provost Leslie Ellis will review
highlights of the Nov. 20 regents
meeting.

Tenant's right to sue
Dormitory residents can sue
campus housing officials for
violating the terms of ahousing
agreement, a Maryland circuit
judge ruled recently. The judg~
overturned a lower court's dis missal of a $5.QOO suit filed by
a University of .Maryland student against housing officials •
there. The student claims a lack
of safe showers in a UM resident
hall caused a "disruption in student life."
.

Party meets picketers
with panties
Supporte.rs of the Equal
Rights Amendment recently
picketed the Young Republican's
Happy Hour at a bar near the
University of Illinois
· Champaign-Urbana campus.
The picketers lq>ed to confront
two anti-ERA state legislators
expected to attend, but instead
were greeted by two students
who beat cans and dropped
women's underwear on the protestors from the roof of the bar.

~.
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Story source misquoted
Editor:
Last week you printed an article which was based on an interview with
myself. The problem is that the printed article bore little resemblance to the
actual interview.
,
Let's start with the headline: "SG pro tem disappointed in senate." I
have never been disappointed in the senate. In an exceptional display of
journalistic gallantry you did print my actual words later in the article: "I
was displeased with last week's (legislative) ca!endar."
·
In the beginning of the article I described some of the various projects
that Student Government is presently working on. Then you "quoted" me
as saying that "nothing has been done" (about the projects). This is not
merely a misquote, it is the exact opposite of what I was trying to convey.
In fact, it has been your repbrters who've expressed the concern that Student Government has recently been unproductive. I agreed to be interviewed to dispel that unwarranted concern that "nothing has been done." Admittedly, Student Government has gotten off to a slower start this year.
An exceptionally large number of new senators, a long, hard-fought pro tern
race and a tragic car .accident which has hospitalized our vice president have
been contributory factors. My point in the interview was that despite these
obstacles, Student Government has indeed been productive. Many of the
projects being worked on simply have not reached that point in the governmental process where they appear in a highly visible form. As in the U.S.
Congress, much of the real productivity occurs in our committeees, subcommittees and ad hoc committees. Yet appearances. by Future ·r eporters at
these meetings are rare at best.
The fabrication that irritated me the most was the one in which you gave
me the credit for a recent par:king proposal. I never remotely suggested
that the proposal was mine. .
.
You do deserve to be complimented though on the '.'creativeness" of your
fabrications-especially the one where "aecording to Gergora," a sample
test from each professor will be included in a proposed syllabus booklet. A
sample test? · Utterly ridiculous, but innovative.

Letter
_Policy

The Future welcomes letters from its readers.
Letters must be delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
Monday to be considered for the next issue. Letters
must not exceed 250 words and must bear the writer's
signature, address, arid phone number. Names will be
withheld upon request. The Future reserves the right
·to ·edit letters.
Mailling address: P. 0. Box 25000, Orlando, 32816.

Later in the article you quoted me as saying that I see the role of pro tem
as a "conduit channel." A conduit is a channel-the two words mean exactly the same thing.A lack of vocabulary skill doesn't bother me, but putting
quotes around words that I did not say is simply irresponsible journalism.
After watching how my words were twisted and tampered with, my fellow
senators and I came to an unfortunate conclusion: This experience will only
serve to diminish the Future's already waning credibility.
Thomas G. Gergora
President Pro Tem

Objections to editing
Editor
I recently submitted a letter titled '~Pro-lifers labeled pushy hypocrites."
A crucial line from my letter was omitted.
How can an editor justify
removing only one line from an entire article, especially when that one line
was so crucial in supporting my reason for saying Mother Theresa may be a
saint but she speaks like a fool?
.·
BelOw is the paragraph in question a.s it was written before it was edited.
I would appreciate your printing it.
"Now we have Mother Theresa jet-setting about preaching her abstinence
for birth control in a world whose greatest threat is overpopulation. 'Don't
be afraid to have children you can't afford,' she says. 'Give them to me.'
Now what intelligent woman would desire to give her child away? And to a
77-year-old woman l:!t that? She may be a saint but she speaks like a fool.
Angela Ballenger

ThOnk you -to black men
Editor:
.
On Oct. 30 the men of the Black Student Union presented their Second
Annual Tribute to Black Women. The program consisted of poetry recited
by Rosemary Slaughter and Bruce Philpot. Along with this, several
musical solos were rendered.
However, the speaker Rev. Odom,' was the highlight of the program. Rev.
Odom, a former Black Student Union president and a student of the Univer1 sity of South Florida, vividly and effectively expressed the inner thoughts
of many of the black students.
·
The black women do.realize the importance of their role in society. The
trib1:1te presented by our black men not only up1:ifted our self-esteem, but it
&).so instilled further in us the determination that is so important to the survival of our race.
So to you, black brothers, we thank you with the love that .is in our hearts,
the courage that is in our souls, and the faith that guides our lives.
Members of Women .United to Achieve

Say Hello To The New Kid

On Campus. SunBank 24.
We're sending our automated teller to college.
And we hope you'll give it a warm w~lcome. We qon't
expect SunBank 24 to make the Dean's List even though
it speaks both English and Spanish and is very good with
figures. But we do think our automated teller will be very
popular with UCF students, faculty and staff.
SunBank 24 will be taking up residence on the grassy
triangle south of the Classroom Building, so you'll
never have to leave campus to do your banking. You
can use SunBank 24 to get cash, make deposits and
payments, transfer funds and get account balances.
Press a few buttons and your banking is done,
leaving you time for more important activities
(like studying, eating pizza and meeting members
of the opposite sex). And like many students,
SunBank 24 never sleeps.You can bank when you
want to - 24 hours a day, s~ven days a week.
When you're away from campus, you'll find
over 30 convenient SunBank 24 locations in the
tri-county area that let you perform the same banking
transactions our on-campus automated teller offers. And
when you're traveling, you can get cash in
a hurry at over 100 SunBank 24
.
locations statewide. So visit your
nearest Sun Bank today and ask
for your SunBank 24 card, free
with your checkipg account.
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_sun Bank, N.A.
Member FDIC
©1981 Sun Banks of Florida, Inc.
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VAUDEVILLE SHOW -

. . Music--Glitter-Glamour~Dance · · .

·· Dece · her 2, 1981
·. Wednes ay • .7:30 p.m..
Carr
rts
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PROCEEDS TO MINORITY EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT FUND AT UCF (MEAF)
Ticktts are available at: Altamonte Mall Ticker Agency,
Par Purtll1r lnformatiMI CoNtact.· O//ici 01Minority Studmt SirtJicll
Pa1hion Sq~ar1 Tick1t Agmcy, Infinite Mushroom-Coloniai Plaza,
Univsrsity of Cmtral Plorida/Orlando, PL 32816 (305) _215-2716 ·
Bob Carr Box Office, UCF

